7 Mountains
The mountain of Media
The Mountain of Media in our current day has become a very important
mountain to take from the enemy. The reporting of news is almost instantaneous
through current media outlets. It is 24/7 bad news. A hundred years ago this would
not have been the case. The Media mountain is almost entirely occupied by the
enemy. At the top we have Apollyon. The name of this spirit means destroyer or
destruction. The description is extremely apt as most news being reported is bad
news, and has the eﬀect of creating faintness of heart in the hearts of people.

Satan’s strategy is to create fear by distorting news. His aim as usual is
deception and he uses this to terrorise the masses with news that is often far more
damaging than the event itself. We are bombarded constantly and repeated with
bad news of wars, terrorist attacks, murders, suicide, accidents, aids, drug related
deaths and more. This bad news is reported throughout all TV stations, news
papers and other media outlets. The air waves are just full of bad news. Satan
knows that whatever enters a man’s heart is what he meditates upon and believes.

The Antidote. Obviously, taking this mountain out of the enemies hands is the
goal but how? Firstly, a contingent of armed and trained warriors who know their
calling as Elijah journalists and have the commitment to persevere under strong
attack. Their strategy is more spiritual than journalistic but the aim is one and the
same. The aim is to prepare the psyche of people and nations to receive from God
as heaven is released on earth in increasing measure. When this happens there will
be a change in the spiritual atmosphere. Action must be accompanied and birthed
with prayer.

The End result. The overthrow of the kingdom of darkness on this mountain. This
will bring about such an incredible change that whole nations will become the Kings
domain. Sheep nations will spring up all over the world bringing many into the
kingdom. The good news of the Kingdom will impact the other mountains through
kingdom media outlets.
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